
PERFORMANCE



PROGRESSIVE RESISTANCE COLOR GUIDE
 An easy to understand, consistent color guide helps you choose your resistance level.

 Maximize your training time by quickly choosing the right resistance level.

  Increase your strength by increasing your workload. 

Less Resistance More Resistance

PERFORMANCE COLOR GUIDE



TRAINING CABLE
STRENGTH TRAINER

TRAINING CABLE
STRENGTH TRAINER

  Builds strength, stability and power 

 Compatible and interchangeable with all Slide-Lock™ 
components

PRO-TC40-06 40 LB              
PRO-TC50-06 50 LB              
PRO-TC70-06 70 LB              
PRO-TC80-06 80 LB              
PRO-TC90-06 90 LB              

 

STRENGTH / POWER

TC10BX-ELT   10-20 LB

 



STRENGTH / POWER

PRO BANDS
MULTI-EXERCISE RESISTANCE BAND
 

 

Develops lateral speed and forward acceleration
APD-PBXHVY-04 Extra Heavy

  

LATERAL RESISTOR
LATERAL STRENGTH & POSITIONING TRAINER

body positioning

between athletes

SAQ-LR01-04 

RECOIL 360°
DYNAMIC RESISTANCE/ASSISTANCE TRAINER

  Maximizes power, speed and vertical jump 

  Engineered with a “free-floating” ring for 360 degrees 
of movement
 Designed for solo use or for training with a partner

SAQ-VPRB01-02

MINI BANDS
MULTI-RESISTANCE TRAINING BAND SET

used anywhere

10 pk

PF-REB999-050-01 

Also available in bulk

APD-MBRED-000 Medium

2 pk Light - Medium

CHOP BAR

 Trains sport-specific swing movements

 360° rotation allows for ful l range movement

ROTATIONAL POWER TRAINER

SWVB-CHP-04

Builds new levels of core strenght and rotational power

MOBILITY BAR

 
  Increase shoulder range-of-mot ion  and flexibility
  Helps impr ove shoulder strength and redu
of inj ury
  Ideal warm-up and recovery tool for overhead athlete

STRENGHT, STABILITY AND MOBILITY TRAINER

MCMB-001

ce the chance 



STRENGTH / POWER

TRAINING BAR
STRENGHT, STABILITY AND MOBILITY TRAINER
G2TRNBR-000

COURT SLIDEZ
NON-MARKING CORE STABILITY DISCS

 Safe to use on any smooth surface—hardwood, 
tile, courts and more  
 A full-body workout in two convenient discs that fit 
easily into bag

WEIGHTED VEST
VARIABLE WEIGHT TRAINER

 Breathable vest adjusts from 1 lb to 10 lb in 
half pound increments

 Soft weights allow the vest to bend and flex with 
your movements

 
PERF-CRTSL-001

SAQ-WV10-02



 

 

QUICK LADDERQUICK LADDER
15' FLAT-RUNG AGILITY LADDER9' FLAT-RUNG AGILITY LADDER
  Improves acceleration, lateral speed and change 
of direction

 

 Improves quickness through accelerated foot strike
and lift frequency
 Develops the core skills necessary to enhance 

11 Heavy-duty plastic rungs measuring 17" wide 
and 15' long

 

balance, rhythm and body control

QUICK LADDER PRO
TANGLE-FREE AGILITY AND 
FOOTWORK TRAINER

 Tangle-free fold means no time spent untangling 
and more time training
 Low-profile edges minimize chance of catching cleats
 Ends and sides are extensible for attaching 
more ladders

SAQ-SL01-02

  

2 feet in length. 
Adjustable flat rungs. 

 

 PF-RAL001-010-01

LADD-001

SPEED / AGILITY



SPEED / AGILITY

REACTION BALL®

Six-sided high-bounce rubber design causes the ball 
to leap and hop randomly

 Sharpens depth percept ion and reactions
Use solo or in a team setting on hard surfaces or walls

SPEED HURDLE PRO 
MULTI-HEIGHT QUICK-ADJUSTMENT HURDLE

 Elevates speed and agility training with flexible,  
multi-height hurdles
 One-button, quick-adjusting heights for varying  
training drills
 Choose from 6, 9 or 12-inch settings to add  
or decrease intensity
 Set of 6

 

6X HURDLE 
FOOTWORK AND AGILITY TRAINING HURDLE

 Highly durable, multidirectional speed, agility and
plyometric hurdles

 Superior, one-piece twist design
 Set of 6

H6IN-001  
RB01-100-04

MULTI-SPORT AGILITY TRAINER

SPH2-001



 

PRO TRAINING SYSTEM

 

 

 

 

PRO TRAINING  
AGILITY CONES
6", 9" 

  Eng ineered with extremely du rable, pop-back material

  Square-base design for better balance

  Built to work on turf, courts, grass and any other surface  

6" Cone - Set of 4      SIAC-001 
 

PRO TRAINING 
AGILITY POLES

  nique design works on grass, turf and courts 
with Pro Training tility Weights

  Multipl e training opt ions with reversibl e spi ke

  Telescope to three di erent heights for di erent 
phases of training

  Set of 8
TAPO-001

PRO TRAINING ARCS 

  Builds better passers with arcs that work on 
any surface

  Great small-target training tool to build 
passing accuracy and dribb ling contro l

  Set of 6
  No retail packaging

TELESCOPING AGILITY TRAINER

CONES

PASSING AND DRIBBLING TRAINER

PARC-001

 

 

 

AGILITY CONES 

  Multipl e high-visib ility colors for marking training areas
  Durable, will not break when stepped on
  Set of 20, 2" tall cones

20 CONES IN 4 COLORS

SAQ-HSC01-02

PRO TRAINING  
UTILITY WEIGHT
AGILITY POLE, ARC AND SOCCER GOAL WEIGHT
•   Holds up the Pro Training Agility Poles and Arcs 

for use on any surface
•  Adds stability to Quickster  Soccer Trainer and 

Pro Training Goals for better balance on all surfaces 
•  Four pounds each of durable rubber
•  Set of 2
•  No retail packaging

ACWT-001 

2" Cone - Set of 20    TIAC-001 



SUPER SANDBAG

a high-density material, like sand

SPEED / AGILITY

SPEEDSAC ™

VARIABLE-WEIGHT SPRINT TRAINER
  Impr oves 40-yard dash times, overall speed 
and expl osiveness

  Boost acceleration and stride length
  Strengthens lower-body muscle groups
  Adjust weight opt ions for variabl e resistance
  

SAQ-SS01-02

TRAINING ROPE PRO

  40' long for opt imal performance
  Sheathed for ultra du rability

Simple construction makes it portable and
versatile to use anywhere

STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE TRAINER
Builds strength, power, endurance, balance and
muscle control

PROTR-40-000

HEAVY-DUTY TRAINING BAG

APD-SB75-02

 

  Enhance coordination, agility, quickness, footwork and
endurance/stamina
  Soft grips are comfortable and easy to use; swivel ends help
to prevent tangling
  Smooth rope tubing allows for free motion through the air
  Removable 8-oz handle weight
  Adjustable length for users up to 6’ 6” tall

WEIGHTED SPEED ROPE

SAQ-WJR01-04

ADVANCED CARDIO JUMP ROPE

 

 

 

AGILITY TRAINER PRO 
CUSTOMIZABLE FOOTWORK AND AGILITY TRAINER
  Train footwork and agility patterns in game-like situations

  Designed for curvilinear and customizable training patterns

  Cut your reaction time while adding speed in all directions

  Set of 10 with a carry hand le

PERF-AGTR-001                                                                                                               



WARM-UP / RECOVER

 

TARGETED MASSAGE BALL

 Distinct texture stimulates circulation and relieves pain 
associated with tension
 5” ball ideal for targeting large muscles through deep 
tissue compression massage 
 Firm du rom eter creates opt imal pressure to break up 
knots and restore mob ility 

ase
izes
r bag

ROLLER BALL

Friction-free glide ball for trigger point rele
Comfortable, rubberi zed grip fits all hand s
The must-have massage tool that fits in you
Comes in 12-pack PDQ

 
 
 

 

HANDHELD TRIGGER POINT RELEASE

ROLB-001-12

5” DEEP TISSUE THERAPY BALL

PERF-MSLG-01

PF-RMS720-010-01

MUSCLE ROLLER MASSAGE STICK

The SKLZ Muscle Roller helps maintain total body health 
by breaking up knots and providing physical therapy, 
trigger point release, myofascial release, pain relief, and 
helping sore muscles to recover faster. 

Planned recovery and muscle tension relief are just as
important as keeping fit. 

The SKLZ Muscle Roller is the best way to relieve pain 
at home or on the go!  



FOOTBALL



GOALSHOT ®

Focus on the top four scoring zones, where you're four times mo re likely to score.
Built to last multipl e seasons   
Easily attaches to any regulation goal

FINISHING

 
 

 

SHOOTING & FINISHING TRAINER

PRGT-SHOT-001



GOALS

 

 

KICK COACH

 Vibrates to reinforce proper touch for accurate passing, 
receiving and shooting
 Helps build muscle memory, key to proper ball striking and 
mastering technique
 Versatile fit for all parts of either foot—instep for passing or 
receiving and laces for shooting, driving and dribbling

TOUCH TRAINER

KKCO-001

 

 

® QUICKSTER
SOCCER TRAINER

  Provi des a true roll that helps master passing 
and receiv ing on ground

    Maximize reps by settl ing the ball out of the air 
with your feet, thighs and chest

    Work on volleys and half-volleys with instep and laces

MULTI-TOUCH SKILL REBOUNDER

QR64-001

SOCCER VOLLEY NET

• A fun and effective training tool to improve ball control and 
technique

• 12-foot-wide net with two height settings offers more 
variations for training and skill levels (2’ and 3’)

• High-visibility net trim helps players read height and 
accurately return serves and volleys

• Stable base with nonmarking feet for use in indoor and 
outdoor games

•Ultra-quick setup and portable design, ground stakes and 
carry bag included

SC-SVN-001-01-01

®RETSKCIUQ
SUPERLITE SOCCER GOAL

  Designed to work on grass, turf and court
  Sets up and breaks down in seconds
Two attached ground stakes

LIGHTWEIGHT, PORTABLE GOAL

QSL5-001



BASKETBALL



 
  Look, function and du rability of a professional-grade hoop

  18" x 12" polycarbonate backboard

  9" steel breakaway rim

HP04-000-02

PRO MINI HOOP
PRO-GRADE BACKBOARD AND BREAK-AWAY STEEL RIM

BACKBOARS

 
  Clear polycarbonate easy-mounting shatterproof backboard assembles quickly
Ball safely with break-away steel rim and 4" foam mini-ball
Padded backing protects the mounting door
Heavy-duty, 3-ply net
Backboard measures 15" x 10"

SPMH-MIC-001

PRO MINI HOOP MICRO
PRO-GRADE BACKBOARD AND BREAK-AWAY STEEL RIM



 PRO MINI HOOP         
PRO-GRADE BACKBOARD, BREAK-AWAY RIM &
MOBILE BASE FOR POOLSIDE ACTIVITY

basketball system

action “break-away” rim

HP01-POOL-01

 

BACKBOARS



 

BASEBALL



TRAINING AIDS

4 HIT-A-WAY® PTS

  All the benefits of the Hit-A-Way built into a 
por table system

 Integrated Hit-A- Way

HW01-PTS

PORTABLE TRAINING STATION

POWER HANDLE™
BAT HANDLE RESISTANCE TRAINER

APD-SPH01-04

arm, forearm and core strength

HURRICANE™ CATEGORY 

Can be used for static tee practice or as a dynamic 
Helps players build power

moving target
Adjustable table height for virtually any player or ball position

JS10-000

HIGH-REP SOLO SWING TRAINING MACHINE

 

LIGHTNING BOLT PRO™
SOFT MICRO BALL PITCHING MACHINE WITH SHAGGER

LBPM-PRO-02



DEPORTES JIMMY CR S.A
Ofibodegas Capri, Bodega #20, de Multiplaza Escazú, 1 km al norte, 

contiguo al Colegio Blue Valley. Guachipelín. 
San José. Costa Rica

T: (506) 2215 1578 / 2215 1745
 C: ventascr@djimmy.net

@DJimmyCR


